Shipping responsibility agreement
Company: __________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________
Contact: ____________________________________________________________
Since we want to use our own carriers, I certify that I have read this document and accepts these new
shipping terms and conditions. On behalf of the company that I represent, we commit to GenPOS to respect
the following requirements:


We accept all the risks inherent in the use of our carriers for delivery of our goods from GenPOS to
their destination. We take full responsibility for the full value of the goods.



We release GenPOS from any liability towards our goods and their delivery, since we choose to use
the carrier of our choice and the goods will be shipped to our account.



We accept responsibility for providing GenPOS with the required shipping slips for the shipment of
our goods. The accuracy of the information contained on the slips is our responsibility and not that
of GenPOS.



Whatever may happen during the delivery of our goods, we are committed to paying the invoice (s)
associated with all shipments. Our commitment to pay the amounts due to GenPOS includes, but is
not limited to, full payment of invoices, even if during transport, should occur any situation of
breakage, loss, theft or all other reasons that would cause the goods ordered from GenPOS to arrive
damaged or just does not make it to the destination.



We are aware that choosing our own carriers can help us cause higher shipping cost and we accept
all risks and charges additional that may result from our choice.

In witness whereof I have signed this undertaking to GenPOS on this date of the ____ day of the
month of ___________, of the year __________.

________________________________________
Signature of a legally responsible company officer.

______________________________
Name of signatory in print

____________________________
Title of the signatory
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